q wealth: 1ST HOME BUYERS GUIDE
A guide to buying your first home in a changing market
There’s nothing quite like buying your first home. It’s equal parts
excitement and terror all in one leap - a confliction of emotions
that can quickly send a first home buyer into panic mode,
particularly when the property market is going through a time of
change as well.
Yes, house prices HAVE dropped in some markets, but the property market
is NOT about to plunge off a large and unforgiving cliff. This presents as
a great opportunity for “Firsties” to get their foot onto the property ladder.
The MOST significant change has actually happened within the lending
space. The short story is this - it’s now much harder to get a loan than it
used to be. For most people, if you can’t get a home loan, you can’t buy
a home. So getting on top of lending is something first home buyers need
to understand early on.
When do you need to organise your finances?
It’s easy to make the mistake of searching for properties first but the key here is to have your finance in place befire you start
looking at property, so you can determine your maximum spend. It’s crucial that you know what your actual limit is to avoid the
disappointment of committing to something you simply can’t afford or worse finding yourself at risk of losing your deposit.
What can you do to increase your budget?
The good news is there are some relatively simple steps you can take to improve your chances of getting approval for a larger
amount if you find yourself at the lower end of the market. This will potentially allow you to afford a home more aligned to your wants
as well as your needs!
Things to do at least 6 months before applying for a home loan
1. Review existing debts
Close out or consolidate your debts to reduce your monthly expenses. This should result in a greater monthly surplus, which could
allow you to borrow more. Classic examples here are high credit cards and short-term personal loans such as car loans with really
high monthly repayments.
2. Review your spending
As part of the lending process, the banks will look into your transactional banking and credit card spending to see what you’re
spending your money on. So break down your expenses into essential and discretionary items (stuff you need and stuff you don’t).
If you can be a “super saver” and reduce your discretionary spending during this time, it will absolutely increase your chances of
getting a higher loan approved.
3. Consider “The Bank of Mum and Dad”
If Mum and Dad are happy to go guarantor on your loan and/or “gift” you a portion of the deposit, this will work in your favour and
ultimately allow you to get more money from the bank.
4. Add an income hustle
This is your side job. If you’re willing to get a second or third job, you can increase your borrowing power. Some lenders will assess
a permanent part-time PAYG income immediately, but a casual side hustle may require a minimum amount of time in the job before
it’s considered assessable income.
5. Shop around
If you simply walk into a bank and ask for a home loan, you’ll get a limited list of products that are restricted to that bank. To broaden
your options, work with a specialist mortgage broker as they have the ability to source finance from different banks AND non-bank
lenders.

Buying your first home IS exciting and doesn’t have
to be scary. If done correctly, you shouldn’t have to
go through this process too many times in your life
- so it’s crucial to make sure you get this high-value
transaction right the first time. Realistically, it’s where
the majority of your wealth will live so it’s worth taking
the time to get it right!
Quick Lending-101
Loan to Volume Ratio (LVR): This is the amount
you’re borrowing, represented as a percentage,
versus the value of the property. An LVR over 80%
usually requires you to pay Lenders Mortgage
Insurance (LMI), which runs into thousands, or tens
of thousands, of dollars. You want to avoid paying
LMI if possible.
Deposit: As well as the deposit (a good place to start
is 20% of the property price), factor in the associated
costs such as legal fees, stamp duty and bank fees
— allow an extra 5% for this.
Interest Rate: Interest rate is important, but it's not
the most important part. We all love a low rate, but
correct structuring, using an offset account against
the loan and getting a specialist mortgage broker
to assess your full financial picture will save you
considerably more in the long run.
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